Providing high quality fencing, security and access solutions
www.akitafencing.co.uk

Specialists In Commercial
Fencing & Access

Here’s How
We Work

Akita Fencing Ltd is dedicated to
providing high quality fencing,
security and access solutions to
clients living and working in the
South of England.

At the heart of Akita
we pride ourselves on
our three fundamental
principles for our business.

However we do work nationwide
when required. We pride ourselves
on our high standards and
excellent customer relationships.
Since we began specialising in
commercial fencing, many clients
have used us continuously
on various industrial and
agricultural projects.
All work is undertaken by
experienced, qualified and
fully insured staff, using high
quality materials and modern
equipment.
Wherever possible materials
and equipment are sourced from
local companies with whom Akita
Fencing has established a close
working relationship with over
the years, passing the benefits on
to our clients.

Safety first
At Akita Fencing we want
to be sure we offer a safe
working environment for
employees and the public.
To do that, we ensure that
all our staff are fully trained
and have the relevant skills
and attitude to work safely
and correctly.
Whether we are in a heavy
industrial setting, housing
development or a farmer’s
field, we undertake all
our work in a safe and
responsible manner, taking
time to learn the core safety
values of each site.

Don’t harm the
environment – enhance
it.
All our work takes place
outside, so we feel a duty of
care to protect the environment.
Decades of experience tells us
what to look out for and how to
protect the fragile ecology of the
sites we work on. Where possible
we buy sustainable source
materials from suppliers who
share our passion for ecology.
Best of all, we are familiar with
environmental regulations so we
can make sure that your site and
project fulfill your obligations,
without last-minute delays or
additional costs.

Work means
people
Openness starts before any
contract with a free site survey.
Our initial overview shows what
we believe will be the best choice
among the options. We are clear
about budgets and costs as
well as being realistic about
timescales.

At Akita Fencing, we will take the
time to understand precisely
what your project requires,
taking into account schedules,
budgets and timescales.
To make sure your deadlines
are met, we work flexible hours
whilst maintaining a meticulous
standard. With a positive safety
and environmental attitude,
this adds up to a good quality
service from start to finish. We
are happy to guarantee the work
we do.
Additionally we offer inspection
and maintenance programs
once the contract has been
completed. In certain cases,
in particular with wildlifeexclusion fencing, we can supply
repair kits and training so that
damaged fencing can be fixed
without delay.

Security and
Commercial Fencing

Wire
Mesh

Chain
Link

Site
Hoarding

Akita Fencing are
dedicated to maintaining
a well established
reputation for being a
professional commercial
fencing contractor.

Wire mesh fencing comes in
the form of welded mesh or
expanded metal mesh. It is
extremely versatile and flexible
for many uses such as sports
facilities, schools, colleges and
commercial businesses.

Chainlink fencing is good for
strength and flexibility.
For additional security, anticlimb measures can be added
to the top of the fence or directly
onto buildings.

As part of Akita Fencing’s
extensive services we offer to
our construction clients, we
supply and install various sizes
of site safety hoarding.

We provide long-lasting
security fencing for
industrial businesses,
schools, sports facilities,
shopping centres and
government buildings.

In recent years wire mesh
fencing has grown in popularity
as it is extremely strong and
durable, making it suitable for
high security businesses and
utility buildings. Mesh fencing
can also be installed in areas
that are not flat as posts and
panels can follow the contours
of the ground beneath it. The
security rating of this product
varies between different types
of fence starting with lower
security ‘Pro 1000’ system and
working up to Twinwire and
Prison Mesh.

Steel
Palisade
Steel palisade fencing is very
hard wearing, difficult to climb
and more resistant to unwanted
vandals. The shape and structure
of the rails is unique, offering a
very effective perimeter.

Akita Fencing undertakes work
on a wide range of commercial
properties and large domestic
sites and we can advise on and
install a wide range of fencing
including:
- Close Board
- Hit and Miss Timber
- Knee Rail
- Pedestrian Rail

Acoustic Barrier Fencing
(Noise Reduction)

Ecological and
Mitigation Fencing

Reptile and
Amphibian Fencing

To reduce the noise from local
industrial sites or retail outlets
and traffic, we can supply and
install acoustic barrier fencing
at your business or residential
property.

Akita Fencing has a vast
amount of experience in
installing ecological and
mitigation fencing. We work
closely with client ecologists,
or with our own, to make
sure all types of Ecological
and Mitigation fencing is
installed correctly within
deadline and adhering to
current legislation.

Reptile fencing is one of the
terms used when referring to a
wildlife barrier to keep lizards,
slow worms, newts and other
amphibians out of a designated
area.

As well as noise reduction, this
type of fencing also offers the
benefits of high level privacy.
Each type of fencing that we
use is installed to industry
standards and we use high
quality materials and modern
equipment.

Ecological and Mitigation
fencing services include:
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Reptile exclusion
fencing
Newt fencing
Pit fall traps
Drift and internal
capture fencing for
translocating animals
Badger exclusion
fencing, one and twoway gates
Otter and vole exclusion
fencing
Soil erosion fencing
Fencing inspection,
maintenance and
removal

Reptile fencing is used as a key
part in trapping the animals
within enclosed areas to enable
site clearance and preparation
for construction.
There are variations in the
specifications for wildlife
barriers however they all follow
a similar format. The base of the
fence needs to be buried in a
shallow trench.
The basic fence structure tends
to be made up of polythene sheet
supported by wooden stakes at
regular points.
Akita Fencing install two main
types of barrier fencing, a
temporary fence (normally green
or clear), which can be used for

drift fencing, or a permanent
and more durable black fencing
which is expected to last in
excess of five years.
Other types of ecological fencing
include otter and water vole
fencing. Akita Fencing work
closely with client ecologists, or
with our own, to make sure all
types of environmental fencing
is installed correctly within
deadline and adhering to current
legislation.

Agricultural and
Equine Fencing
At Akita Fencing we are able
to install an extensive range
of Agricultural and Equine
Fencing, offering our clients
a wealth of experience. Akita
knows how important it is to
find the right fence for our
clients to invest in. We believe
our approach has helped us
to build a peerless reputation
for choice, price, deadlines
whilst always considering the
environment.

Stock Fencing
This type of fencing is suitable
for almost all types of stock,
with many variations to suit
every site.
High tensile stock fencing offers
greater strength as the wire is
flexible and resilient and the
tension means fewer timber

posts are required. Netting is
galvanised to British safety
standards and the finish can be
galvanised or green.
A variety of different posts can
be used including untreated
softwood for cost-effective
temporary fencing or D.O.T.
timber with a thirty year life
expectancy. Chestnut posts can
also be used for a long-lasting
ecologically friendly fence.

Deer Fencing
To stop deer damaging crops
and saplings, we install high
tensile netting to make a strong
fence. Tight lock knots can be
used to make it stronger.
Made using a continuous
vertical wire, these fences are
ideal for protecting forests. We
can make the lower half of the
fence more closely spaced taking
into consideration different
breeds of deer and fawns.

Rabbit Fencing
Installing rabbit fencing will
prevent damage to crops and
young trees.

Chestnut Post and Rail
This is an environmentally
friendly fence because the
wood comes from fully
renewable sources with minimal
transportation.
Riven chestnut post and rail
is one of the most popular
types of agricultural fencing,
producing a natural, rustic look.
It is both aesthetically pleasing
and comes from sustainable
woodland.

Half-Round And
Motorway Post And Rail

Poultry And
Pheasant Pens

The Right Gate
For The Job

The most effective paddock
fence is a half-round made of
treated softwood with two, three
or four rails nailed onto it.

We can provide pheasantfriendly netting to our stock
fences to give game birds free
access, while restricting the
movement of stock. We make
game-bird release pens and
fox-proof enclosures for all
types of poultry. These can be
made traditionally using buried
chicken-wire, multi-strands of
barbed wire, electric fencing or
using a combination.

Choosing the right gate means
taking into consideration several
factors; the type of premises, the
purpose of the gate, who needs
access and who or what doesn’t;
the size of the entrance; how
much maintenance; and budget.

Milled halfround is a more
symmetrical option but is
more suitable for decorative
purposes rather than strength.
Alternatively square posts and
rails can be used.

Horse
Netting
Horse netting is typically higher
than traditional stock fencing,
featuring tight gaps in the
wire which prevent horses’ feet
becoming tangled. It is safe and
secure and ideal when other
livestock shares the same or
neighbouring fields.

Stud Rail
Stud rail has been a popular
choice for many years, with good
reason. Stud rail is extruded
PVC with two strands of 2.5mm
high-tensile galvanised wire
molded into the outer edges.
Once constructed and tensioned,
this type of fence needs little
maintenance and will look great
for many years. Stud rail is chewresistant and does not require
painting or treatment and is
rust-proof.

We can assist you in considering
your options and we will
recommend, supply and install
from a wide range of secure,
practical and decorative gates
including:
- Steel gates
- Security gates
- Wooden gates
- Pedestrian and bridle gates
- Kissing gates and stile kits
- Barrier gates
Additionally we install all types
of rural gates, cattle grids,
bridges, stiles, steps and other
installations to maintain rights
of way.

"I have worked with Akita for the past two years on
the Sandwich Town Tidal defence scheme whilst they
assisted in completing various works packages. Their
understanding of our business needs with regards to
implementing the beyond zero culture enables them
to provide us with the required high standards of work
whilst being reliable and efficient. They have delivered
the scope of works within our required budget and in
a professional manner. I would not hesitate to enable
them to assist on future projects if the opportunity
arises."
Matthew Gould Jackson
Civil Engineering
Sub Agent

As a large, independent supplier of
commercial fencing, we extend our
services to large domestic properties.
Please do not hesitate to contact us
for a free site survey, to discuss your
fencing, access, security and privacy
requirements and to receive our
recommendations and quotations.
- Equine fencing
- Agricultural fencing
- Site hoarding
- Wildlife & Ecological fencing
- Gates & access
- Security & privacy
- Commercial & domestic
Akita Fencing Ltd
The Stables, Mill Farm,
Mill Lane, Whatlington,
TN33 0ND
Tel: 01424 777 051
www.akitafencing.co.uk
CHAS | SAFEcontractor | Constructionline

